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UC ANR – A Source for a Wealth of Gardening Information
Michael Kluk, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

T

he University of California Division of Agriculture and Natural Resources (ANR) is the umbrella
organization for several of the programs you are probably familiar with; 4-H, UC Cooperative
Extension, the Integrated Pest Management program, Master Food Preservers, and the Master Gardener Program
to name a few. Through ANR,
UC also publishes a wide variety of books, pamphlets, and digital media. I can
Ann Daniel
pretty much guarantee that you will find gardening information of interest to you, much of it for free. This article
will give you a quick idea of what you may find in the digital “pages” of the ANR Catalog found at
https://anrcatalog.ucanr.edu/.
The first thing you will notice on the opening page for the UC ANR Catalog is that the list of topic
categories on the left side is not limited to home gardening and backyard orchards. Also, there are 4-H Youth
Development, Agricultural Production, COVID, Food Nutrition and Health, Home & Family (Caring for
Children, Home Safety, etc.), and Natural Resources (Fish and Wildlife, Forestry, Wildfire, and more.)
As a homeowner, home gardener, and backyard orchardist, you will want to look at the categories of Lawn
and Garden and Pests, Diseases, and Integrated Pest Management. Within the former, you will find subcategories
such as Gardening and Pests, Lawn and Landscape, Water Wise Gardening, and Master Gardener Tip Sheets
(which are free.) Pests, Diseases, Integrated Pest Management contains subcategories of Diseases and Disorders,
Insect and Mite Pests, Integrated Pest Management, Vertebrate Pests, and Weeds among others. Some of the
information in this category is geared to pest management professionals but much of it is readily accessible to the
home gardener. So, let’s unpack some of the most interesting topics.
Lawn and Garden and Pests
General
The California Master Gardener Handbook, 2d Edition ($40) - learn (almost) everything Master Gardeners know.
The Home Orchard ($25) - the classic must-have book for anyone who wants to grow fruit and
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nut trees. Abiotic Disorders of Landscape Plants ($47) - a lot of “plant problems” are
caused by freeze damage, underwatering, overwatering, root damage, and the like, not
pests. Pests of Landscape Trees and Shrubs 3rd Edition ($37) - and then again, many
“plant problems” are caused by pests.
Gardening and Pests
A few of the publications you will find here include: “Composting is Good for
Your Garden and Environment” (free) – a free booklet and free compost, a win-win.
“Drip Irrigation in the Home Landscape” ($6.30) – is definitely a timely topic.
“Growing Tomatoes in Your Home Garden” (free) – grow the most popular home
vegetable. “How to Attract and Maintain Pollinators in Your Garden” (free)- learn to
support pollinators so they can support your garden. Pests of the Garden and Small
Farm 3rd Edition ($35)- a broad but basic book on pests, heavy on integrated pest management approaches. This
is just a sample of the books and brochures available in this category.
Lawn and Landscape
“Drought Tip: Keeping Plants Alive under Drought or Water Restrictions” (free)- always a good idea.
Landscape Pests Identification Cards ($20) - know the pest you are dealing with. “Mulches for Landscapes” (free)
- a good mulch saves water and keeps the weeds down. “Native and Naturalized Plants for the Home Garden in
Northern California” (free) - if they belong here, they will thrive here.
Master Gardener Tip Sheets (all free)
“Winter Pest Management in Backyard Deciduous Fruit Trees” - winter is a good time to get ahead of the
pests. “Inspect Your Landscape Trees for Hazards” - the best time to remove a hazardous limb or tree is before it
does any damage. “Aquatic Gardens not Aquatic Pests, Practice Responsible
Water Gardening” - a properly done water garden is a great asset to your
yard. And there are several more, many available in Spanish. Did I mention
that the tip sheets are all free?
Water Wise Gardening
“Sustainable Landscaping in California” (free) - downloading this
one is a no-brainer. “Smart Weather Based Irrigation Controllers” (free) - a
smart controller lets you think about other things. “Lawn Watering Guide for
California” (free) - learn to keep a lawn healthy with less water. “Lavenders
for California Gardens” (free) - a classic Mediterranean Plant with many
uses.
Pests, Diseases, Integrated Pest Management
General
Diseases of Temperate Zone Fruit Tree and Nut Crops ($45) - an in-depth look at what is ailing your
backyard orchard. Landscape Pest Identification Cards ($20) - a good start to dealing pests out of your yard. Weed
Pest identification and Monitoring Cards ($20) – once you know it is a weed, pull early and often.
Diseases and Disorders
“Anthracnose Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - a common disease of sycamore, ash and elm
trees. “Damping Off Diseases in the Garden” (free) - the scourge of seedlings, learn how to protect your baby
plants. “Fire Blight: Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - if you have apple or pear trees, you need to
learn to identify and control this disease. “Peach leaf Curl: Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - a
common fungal disease of peach and nectarine trees. “Phytophthora Root and Crown Rot in the Garden” (free) learn to help prevent this often-fatal disease of fruit, nut and landscape trees. “Plant Disease Management for
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Organic Crops” (free) - geared to the commercial grower but useful information for the home gardener and
orchardist too.
Insect and Mite Pests
“Ants: Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - small and frustrating but they can be controlled.
“Aphids: Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - pretty much the definition of population explosion but
they can be controlled if you are persistent. “Citrus Leaf Miner: Pest Notes for Home and Landscape” (free) - a
common pest in all citrus trees. And there are many more.
Vertebrate Pests
All the pest notes in this category are free. Learn effective control of rats, bats, birds, pocket gophers,
mice, moles, squirrels, rabbits, racoons, skunks and more. There are a host of rules and regulations governing the
control of vertebrate pests. It is wise to learn what you can and can’t do.
Weeds
Most of the publications in this category are free. Long-term control may be
improved by approaches backed by science. Short publications will let you drill down
on Bermudagrass, Johnsongrass, catchweed bedstraw (you may not recognize the
name, but you will recognize the weed), crabgrass, dandelions, field bindweed
(proclaimed the worst weed in California), mistletoe (maybe fun during the holidays
but not nice to trees), nutsedge, Russian thistle, yellow star thistle, wild blackberry
and more. There are also publications on solarization- a method of killing weed seeds
using the heat of the sun and herbicide use. If you want to become a weed geek, Weeds
of California and Other Western States, a two-volume treatise is available for $65.
As you can see, there is a whole bunch of fascinating reading available through
the UC ANR catalog. It is science based, up to date and practical. Many of the
publications are free so there is no reason not to take a close look.

Firescaping with California Native Plants
Tanya Kucak, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

rought-tolerant native plants “hang onto their moisture even in the face of flames,” said landscape
contractor and designer Greg Rubin during a recent webinar on native landscaping. For instance, a
low-growing rosemary and a native buckwheat shrub growing next to it were watered the same amount, but they
were affected differently by the 2007 Witch Creek fire north of San Diego. The rosemary was gone, reduced to a
“black smudge,” but the buckwheat still had green leaves and was able to regrow. Rubin’s 2013 book, written
with Lucy Warren, The California Native Landscape, includes this example in the chapter on fire.

D

Fire resistance is an excellent reason to landscape with natives, and it contradicts the widely held notion that
natives are potential fire-bombs that must be cleared from any home site near wildlands. In fact, drought-tolerant
natives that are lightly irrigated and planted at appropriate densities provide not only greater fire resistance than
a traditional landscape, but also habitat value and year-round beauty. The real hazard is all the nonnative weeds
that move into sites cleared of native vegetation. These dry weeds are easily ignited and enable a fire to rapidly
sweep across the area. Clearing a couple hundred feet around a house is “the worst thing you could do” because
nothing remains to disturb the flow of air and catch embers.
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The light irrigation, which Rubin recommends during warm months, is overhead watering every ten to
fourteen days that washes dust off the leaves and moistens the mulch but does not saturate the soil. He
recommends watering every seven days on hot, steep slopes. Each watering is “equivalent to a summer
thunderstorm,” amounting to about a quarter-inch of rainfall. “Buckwheats don’t burn at that level of hydration,”
Rubin says, “but rosemary does.”
To test his observations, Rubin collaborated with fire ecologist Jon
Keeley
and
others
in
a
study
published
in
2020
(http://tinyurl.com/yhuxma6c). At three landscaped home sites bordering
wildlands in San Diego County, the researchers monitored the water
content of lightly watered, thinned, and unthinned native shrubs. The
shrubs, located about thirty to one hundred feet from the homes, were
assessed every two weeks for two and a half years. These shrubs were
native to the sites -- California buckwheat, California scrub oak, laurel
sumac, and bigberry manzanita -- and were also repeated in the home
landscapes. Using fire modeling software, they concluded that “lightly
irrigated native plantings” showed the lowest rate of fire spread compared
to thinned and unthinned vegetation, “regardless of slope angle or
windspeed.” In addition, light watering made the landscape look better
during the dry season.
Wildfires spread not only as flames but, especially when stirred up
by dry winds, as embers. Cleared land is a “perfect bowling alley for
Red-flowered buckwheat, like other embers,” according to fire ecologist Rick Halsey. But lightly irrigated
drought-tolerant natives, is a low-growing native plants “disturb the flows of air and catch embers,” Rubin said,
perennial that can hold onto enough
blocking or cooling embers before they can reach a home. The plants hold
moisture to block and cool embers from an enough moisture so that they are not themselves ignited by stray embers.
encroaching fire. (Photo: Tanya Kucak)

Rubin has seen the protective value of natives at numerous landscapes he has designed. In one case, natives
planted on a hillside below a deck were scorched, but the fire never reached the deck or the house.
The basic landscaping strategies if you live near wildlands are as follows:
• Zone 1, up to four feet from the house: use hardscape only. This ensures that no flames can get under the
eaves. Needless to say, firewood and any other combustible material should not be kept in this zone either!
• Zone 2, from four to thirty feet: plant low-growing or low-density native shrubs and perennials, and lightly
irrigate them.
• Zone 3, from thirty to one hundred feet: thin the native vegetation to fifty percent cover and add four-footwide paths that can also serve as firebreaks. Rather than digging out plants, cut them back and leave roots
in the ground to prevent erosion. Add noncombustible garden features such as stone benches and birdbaths.
As added insurance, lightly irrigate this zone as well.
In both zones 2 and 3, mulch well to prevent highly combustible nonnative weeds from growing in the
spaces between natives. Any woody plants removed can be ground up and used as mulch, Rubin says, but he also
likes to use gorilla hair, also known as shredded redwood bark, as a mulch. Tamped down and watered, the gorilla
hair cannot catch fire.
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The History of House Plants
Cover Trial

Michelle Haunold Lorenz, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

T

he love and appreciation of beautiful gardens and outdoor plants has been around for
centuries. But there is also a thriving industry for indoor plants, fueled by our desire
to bring the outdoor inside. Indoor plants brighten our homes, provide moisture and fragrance,
and can even clean the air. When exactly did the practice of growing houseplants begin?
First off, what is a houseplant? According to Encyclopedia Brittanica, a houseplant is
“any plant adapted for growing indoors. The most common are exotic plants native to warm,
frost-free parts of the world that can be grown indoors in colder climates in portable containers
or miniature gardens”.

Hypoestes

Paintings and sculptures depicting indoor gardening can be traced back to the early Greeks
and Romans. The older civilizations of Egypt, India and China also have histories of using indoor plants.
In the 17th century, greenhouses and conservatories became popular with the publication of The Garden
of Eden (1652), by Sir Hugh Platt and by the mid-19th century many books were being published advising the
citizens of Europe on how to create terrariums and the more elite indoor growing rooms called orangeries (where
citrus, figs and other exotics were propagated).
During the Victorian era, the hobby of growing houseplants became popular.
Some of today’s best-known plants such as Cast Iron Plant (Aspidistra elatior), Boston
Fern (Nephrolepis exaltata ‘Bostoniensis’) and palms were favorites.

Christmas Cactus

The ability to control temperature, both indoors and
outdoors during shipping, changed with the advance of
technology, allowing the importation of a wider variety of
plants from tropical regions. In the 1960s and 1970s, the
popularity of indoor plants such as Jade Tree (Crassula
ovate), Rubber Plant (Ficus elastica), and Philodendron
(Philodendron sp.) exploded, and every house and office
building seemed to offer one of more of these plants.

African Violet

Today, we can grow many different plants indoors that were once thought to be
off limits, such as African Violet (Streptocarpus sp.), Christmas Cactus (Schlumbergera
sp.), orchids, and many other beautiful leafy and flowering plants of all shapes and sizes.
According to the UC Agriculture and Natural Resources Department Easily
grown houseplants often share these characteristics:

Peperomia

• Do well in low light
• Tolerate dry conditions (water and air)
• Require little maintenance – re-potting, primping, or pruning
• Resistant to pests and diseases.

Being successful with houseplants means paying attention to the light, water, and placement requirements
of each plant. But why not experiment? If you feel inspired to bring a plant indoors, do your research and be
inspired by our ancestors of centuries past to brighten your home with beautiful living plants.
5
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Refresh and Renew – Reimagining the Central
Park Gardens Meadow
Ann Trump Daniel, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

T

here comes a time when every garden needs to be looked at with a critical eye. There is no question
that gardens change over time. You may find that plants are not thriving due to changes in sunlight
patterns, issues over irrigation, and general climatic changes. Volunteers who manage public gardens face these
same issues and must negotiate how to best renovate a garden while keeping it attractive and offering a valuable
“teaching moment” for the public.
The UC Master Gardeners and community volunteers who donate their time and efforts in Central Park
Gardens are undertaking a major renovation of the irrigation system. We finally have the financial resources,
thanks to donations from supportive community members, to replace the 20+ year old overhead sprinkler
irrigation system (that was designed when the area was an open lawn--do you remember that?) with an efficient,
water-conserving, inline drip system. Thanks to our willing volunteers we have been working on a regular
schedule to progressive install the drip irrigation and several sections are completed. The expectation is that drip
irrigation will be installed in the Meadow in early 2023 when plants such as the milkweed are dormant making
the task much easier.
In preparation for what is coming, the volunteer team that
manages the Meadow knew that this was our opportunity not
only to prepare for the coming irrigation renovation, but also to
continue dealing with some issues—overgrown grasses, need
for more diversity in the plants to attract and nurture pollinators,
and desire to feature more waterwise plants that will thrive in
our changing climate.
During your recent visits to the Meadow you have no
doubt noticed that we have removed—shovel pruned—a
number of the larger grasses that were simply too numerous and
too big for the space and have divided and replanted some
smaller grasses (Festuca ‘Siskiyou Blue’ and Pennisetum
massaicum) to enhance the overall design of the garden. By
Sign posted in the Meadow garden informing
opening up some space, we were able to plant a collection of
patrons of changes.
new asters (Symphyotrichum cordifolius ‘Little Carlow’) that
will provide color in the late summer and fall and nutrients for bees and butterflies.
The Meadow is the central feature of our garden comprised of a series of seven “garden rooms”. We have
a wooden fence along the western edge that sets the Meadow off visually and provides a safety barrier from B
Street. This fence is in dire need of updating. We have the opportunity to reimagine the look of this boundary and
hope to create something more inviting while still providing a safety feature. We are investigating many options
and are working with local design professionals to better understand what might be possible. We hope to blend
functionality with attractive design to create a beautiful new element for Central Park Gardens. Securing the funds
to realize our vision will be a challenge, but we know that the community is very supportive of our non-profit
organization established in 2016, Central Park Gardens of Davis. We hope to launch a fund-raising campaign in
the coming months.
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We know that the irrigation renovation work will eventually progress to the Meadow and there will no
doubt be further work to be done, but we managed to take major steps during the winter months and will do more
in the cooler months of late fall in anticipation of the winter rains. We hope to add additional flowering shrubs
and bulbs to enhance the appearance and ability of the Meadow to attract and support pollinators. We will tell
you more about our new plants and efforts to improve habitat for pollinators in the future issues of the Yolo
Gardener.
Please visit the Meadow in Central Park Gardens and watch our progress. You can also learn more about
us at http://www.centralparkgardens.org/

California Poppies: Pollinators and Saving Seed
Noel Millar, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

G

rowing California poppies (Eschscholzia californica) is a gardener's delight. Poppies can be prolific
bloomers, bring amazing color to your yard, and can also attract important pollinators. My yard has
been buzzing all spring with bees visiting these beautiful flowers. An article in a
UCANR blogpost quoted Robin Thorpe, emeritus professor of entomology as
saying, "California poppies provide only pollen--no nectar,". However, they
provide this valuable resource to visiting mining bees, bumblebees, sweat bees,
honeybees, butterflies, beetles, and syrphid flies. In addition, they add to the
biodiversity that helps increase the ecological health of your garden.
They are cool weather bloomers, planted in fall, enjoyed in spring, and
then in a manner of speaking, aesthetically fall apart in Summer. Ok, so maybe
you do not want to cut your California poppies back, and instead allow them to
self-sow as nature intended. This is a beautiful process; however, poppies can
look really mangy. Once the brilliance of the flower has faded you are left with
what looks like a dried-out mass of unkempt weeds. So, as the weather heats up
and begins the drying process for you, consider cutting your poppies back and
collecting the seed pods for use next fall.

Cutting back the poppies at their base with a pruning tool will free up some
space in your yard so that you can then add in some of the late summer bloomers
that are desperately needed by bees or begin summer crops which are also much
loved by pollinators. Green beans and melons, for example, can be planted in June
and are much loved by bees.
Collecting the seeds is an easy process as poppies will produce the long seed
pods when the plant begins the drying process. Pull off the seed pods and place
them in a paper bag. This step is important because there could be remaining
moisture in the seed pods, so by allowing them to dry out further will help this
process along. Some online sites recommend that you dry them for two weeks on a
paper towel before storing them, but we have such low humidity here that the paper
bags work so well for this. And you may even hear them pop on occasion as the
seed pods burst open, so the paper bag will make sure that seeds stay confined within
the bags. Then, once dried, store them in that same paper bag, or glass container, in a cool, dry place.
7
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If not collected, the seed pods will pop open, and naturally be delivered by the wind. So, it is important to
collect the ones you want to use before they pop open. Planting them again in fall, where you would like them,
will begin the process again. For any of the above reasons (or maybe you have your own) you choose to grow
California poppies, please enjoy these beautiful and useful plants.

Exploring Little Point Richmond – A Fairy Village
SherryBunker,
Blunk, UCCE
Sherry
UCCEMaster
MasterGardener,
Gardener,Yolo
YoloCounty
County

I

f you are looking for a way to spruce up your garden or landscape with a bit of magical charm, look no
further! Fewer than sixty miles from Davis, CA within the city of Richmond’s neighborhood of Point
Richmond there is something tiny and enchanting occurring along the 300 block of Washington Avenue - a
neighborhood fairy village.
Urban lore has it that the first Washington Avenue fairy dwelling was created by a resident comic book
creator, Jimmie Robinson, while he waited on a delayed delivery of gardening supplies. Overtime, he built them
for many of his neighbors- with each representing their homes and personalities. As he expanded up and down
the street, other additions, like fairy shops and street signs, were added to create an entire fairy village/township
fondly dubbed Little Point Richmond or Little Point for short. Little Point is has grown into a community project
where neighbors are actively involved in its creative evolution and upkeep. The displays are interactive and novel
and can be viewed multiple times without losing the element of wonder and awe.
Little Point is complete with all the desired town amenities including: a mini city hall with the mayor's
office and community swimming pool, a post office (Photo 1), a library (with printed and readable mini booksPhoto 2), a public restroom (with mini toilet paper! Photo 3), a hardware store (Photo 4) and many unique fairy
homes and stores (Photos 5 and 6) - each with an assigned street address created by adding a fraction to the end
of their corresponding big person's street address.

Photo 6

Photo 1
Photo 2

Photo 7

Photo 3

Photo 4

Photo 8

Photo 9
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An array of design elements and personal touches have been added to the fairy creations - my personal
favorites included framed portraits of beloved pets (Photo 7), waste collections bins (including green waste and
recycling- Photo 8), street signs (Photo 9), and Little Henge (a mini-Stonehenge tucked away under a shrubPhoto 10). Be sure to open the mini doors (and the occasional roof!) and peek inside… this “little” detour is
guaranteed to fill you with inspiration and plenty of new ideas to raise your fairy garden game!
How to visit- Cross streets are Washington Avenue and Nichols Street (at base of hill). The 300 block of
Washington Avenue is on a hill with the fairy houses on both sides of the street starting from 304 Washington
Avenue and continuing to the top. Most of the residences along this block have a unique fairy garden element or
dwelling installation that can be viewed from the public sidewalk. There is street parking along this section of
Washington Avenue and on some of the neighboring streets. On a clear day, making it over the top of the
Washington Avenue hill is rewarded with a view of the Golden Gate Bridge! The sidewalk is older and uneven
in spots, but it is wide enough for cane/crutch/walker use. However, wheelchair and motorized cart users would
have limited accessibility to some of the sights. The residents have added a couple benches to the landscaped
berms between the sidewalk and street. Folks tend to take their time admiring the fairy creations and surrounding
flora, so if you find yourself with some time to spare in Little Point Richmond, you will be in good company!

Summer News at Grace Garden
Ann Liu and Karen Slinkard, UCCE Master Gardeners, Yolo County

T

he transition to new leadership at Grace Garden (located behind the United Methodist Church in
Davis) has been accomplished. Its volunteers come from an ecumenical group connected with the
several religious groups in Davis, as well as with an assortment of fraternities and service groups from UCD, and
a number of UCCE Master Gardeners from Yolo County.
The fruit trees in the garden have been pruned/thinned and the Spring planting is in. Whew! We’re looking
forward to continued harvests to give to primarily Davis Community Meals and Grace in Action. We hope to
supplement our summer harvest by boosting a Community Harvest Program. We will welcome fruit/green harvest
of any size to be added to our weekly workday harvests.
For the first time, Grace Garden has provided cool season greens, amounting to more than 125 pounds!
Fava greens especially were a hit. They became kitchen staples for trying new recipes like pesto, salad, sauté, and
roasting. Arugula, bok choy, tatsoi, and snow peas also added variety to the mix!
We also had a very successful Spring Plant Sale on April 9. We added music to the mix this year and the
response was wonderful! Harriette Andrews, a retired Master Gardener from North Carolina and one of our
regulars, treated us to music on her lap dulcimer and we were serenaded for ninety minutes by “(Not Your)
Garden Variety Trio”. We gave away Fava beans and even served some of them deliciously roasted as samples.
Yum!
We now turn our attention to tackling more of the weeds. Thanks to access to plant scientists nearby, we
are trying sheet mulching. As we clear patches, we cover with cardboard and add mulch. We’re also trying
solarization with clear plastic.
That task is slowly becoming easier through the years. This 5/8 acre of land behind United Methodist
Church on Anderson Road used to be a real weed lot. Inch by inch, we now are growing from nineteen beds as
well as from an orchard of fourteen fruit trees! To conserve water, we are composting and mulching more.
We’re trying straw as another mulch source.
9
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Our all-volunteer garden relies heavily on the many service student groups- especially from UC Davis and
the staunch support of our ever-changing regular team. We are excited to include volunteers coming from the
communities we feed. We have had a few volunteers that are recipients of our bounty and hope to encourage
more to come to the garden in the future. We are always seeking more participation and we’re looking forward
to adding art/music/creative/ contemplative activities to the mix. The more regulars we have, the easier it is for
each of us to have needed time away for short respite breaks. We especially hope more Master Gardeners come
on board. Our workdays are Mondays, Thursdays, and Saturdays 8:00 a.m.-10:00 a.m. from after Memorial Day
to Labor Day). We have tried and will try evening workdays again when volunteers let us know.

Summer Garden Tips 2021
Peg Smith, UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County

W

ith the drought continuing, preserving plantings with good water management in the summer heat
is the goal. Established plants and lawns should not need watering every day. A lawn can be
regrown within a season, but trees from young to old will take many years to replace. The established tree canopy
has many functions one of the most important is shade.
The EPA notes that: “Trees and vegetation lower surface and air temperatures by providing shade and
through evapotranspiration. Shaded surfaces, for example, may be 20–45°F (11–25°C) cooler than the peak
temperatures of unshaded materials.”
The most effective way to help trees survive the drought conditions is by deep watering. Slowly delivering
the water into the soil at the edge of the circumference of the tree leaf canopy allows deep penetration of the water
down through the roots. Applying water close to the trunk will not provide much benefit to the tree as the roots
that actively uptake the nutrients and water are concentrated in the soil under the outer edge of the leaf canopy.
For deep soaking, placing drip irrigation or a soaker hose around the circumference under the leaf canopy edge is
the most effective delivery method. A simple method to deep soak is a water filled five-gallon bucket with holes
in the bottom, the water will slowly seep into the ground without runoff. The bucket can be moved and refilled
until the circumference soil of the tree is deep soaked.
If your soil is heavier clay, there may be water run-off from any of these methods before the tree is deep
soaked. Turn off the watering, allow the soil to absorb the water and then soak again. Several short cycles of
watering will then allow for the absorption needed to thoroughly deep soak a tree.
For all plantings including trees watering is best done in the morning hours, a periodic deep soaking on a
regular schedule early in the morning will carry most plants through the heat. Some plants will appear wilted with
the onset of intense afternoon heat. Particularly plants in the squash family (cucurbits - squash, cucumber,
melons). Before adding more water to ‘give them a lift’ check the soil to see if it is nicely damp. If the soil is
damp the plant is most likely unable because of the heat to pull up enough moisture from the soil to counterbalance
the amount of water the plant is losing through its leaves by evapotranspiration. Allow the plant to recover
overnight and check wilt and soil dampness again in the morning. Eager gardeners can tend to overwater drooping
plants. Plants don’t do well with too much or too little of a good thing - water. They will appear wilted because
of too much water as well as because of too little water. To be healthy a plant requires around its roots an
approximate combination of 25% air, 25% water and 50% soil. If we over or under water the plant will wilt and
be stressed.
Drought Care for Trees https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/217955.pdf
Water Conservation Irrigation Practices
10
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Most plants should be in by now before the summer heat. If you add any plants to the garden in summer,
they will benefit from your providing temporary shade until the plant has had a chance to settle and acclimate.
The root ball that provides nutrition and water to any new planting is at first only the size of the container from
which it came. The first two to three years for new perennial plants establishes the future health of your plants.
The soil area around new plantings should be kept moist, but not soggy, so that roots can penetrate out into the
surrounding soil to provide strength and nourishment. New plantings should be checked daily and watered on an
‘as needed basis’. Adjust your watering or irrigation system to water more frequently until plants are established.
As the plants mature the frequency and length of the watering cycles can be extended to give less frequent but
deeper watering for good root development.
Slugs and snails have done their damage and are again hidden by the time most of us are out and about in
the morning. Keep up the control of these voracious feeders by replenishing beer traps frequently. Slugs and snails
are not connoisseurs and will succumb to the cheapest non-alcoholic beer. To make a beer trap, half fill a shallow
container - cat food tin, pint yoghurt container – sink it in to the ground then clean up your catch in the morning.
Also, for the control of slugs or snails various brands of commercial pelleted products containing Iron Phosphate
are available from most garden nurseries or stores and can be scattered on the soil or mulch surface
Management of Slugs and Snails http://ipm.ucanr.edu/QT/snailsslugscard.html
Take care of your own gardening health by working in the early hours of the day or in the shade, drink
plenty of water and take rests to survey your good gardening work. Summer is a good time to think of what you
would like to tackle in the Fall. Gardens grow and change with time, they are certainly not a one and done project.
Taking the time to develop a plan to improve a garden in small bites rather than massive projects makes garden
ambitions ‘doable’. Look at other gardens such as Central Park Gardens, UCD Arboretum, Woodland Community
College demonstration gardens and Winters Library demonstration gardens also other drought tolerant home
gardens that appeal and see if there are additional plants that will complement what you have created.
Water
Become familiar with your city water restrictions and do your part to save water. Remember to place
plants with similar water requirements together in your garden to maximize watering efficiency.
Gardening with Hydrozones Effectively https://ucanr.edu/blogs/blogcore/postdetail.cfm?postnum=27809
Conserve water. Keep your plants happy and help to keep the weeds at a minimum by adding mulch to
your garden. Four inches of mulch will inhibit weeds, conserve water and keep a plant’s roots cooler. Also, if you
are not currently using drip irrigation consider converting your watering system to drip to conserve water.
Gardening with limited water tips - http://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/184804.pdf
Several native bees are ground dwellers so always set aside an area of un-mulched dirt to encourage them
to stay and reproduce in your garden. Bees need water, a shallow water filled tray with a few rocks for the bees
to rest on will attract many of our native bees and the basic honeybee to your garden.
Bees in the Landscape http://ceyolo.ucdavis.edu/files/143001.pdf
Pests and Diseases
Prevention is the easiest way to minimize plant damage. Stroll through your garden several times a week
to scout out potential problems. Regularly check the leaves and flowers for evidence of pests and diseases.
Typically, the hot summer heat increases pest activity. If you have a pest or disease problem that you are unable
to identify, take a good a quality photo and email it to the Yolo County Master Gardeners. Master Gardeners will
respond to any questions received from the phone line or emailed to mgyolo@ucdavis.edu. Another invaluable
resource you can consult to help identify the pest or disease in a plant is http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/ for an
extensive list of articles and photos for the correct treatment.
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Whitefly, spider mites and katydids enjoy feasting on many kinds of plants. Thrips and horntail wasps
disfigure roses, and leaf miners and hornworms chew tomatoes. Blasts of water and handpicking (hornworms)
early in the morning will deter most infestations.
If the spring weather has caused an increase in powdery mildew on susceptible plants, it is usually not
necessary to treat with fungicides. The warmer summer temperatures will help reduce this problem. If the problem
does remain the UCD Integrated Pest Management website will provide step by step help to a least toxic solution
to the problem.
Powdery Mildew http://ipm.ucanr.edu/QT/powderymildewcard.html
Weeds
Get them small and get them often! Weeds are opportunistic and will grow wherever there is space or
moisture. A cottage garden approach with taller plants at the back of a bed and then various height plants down
to ground cover will mature into a garden that has little space for weeds to take over. To prevent weeds
establishing, mulch around plants to smother out new weed growth. Larger weeds are more easily and completely
dug out when the soil is moist.
Lawns
Follow your city watering guidelines for what days watering is permitted. Grass can survive with less
water than you think. Set the mower blade at a higher setting and recycle the clippings by using a mulching mower
or mixing them into the compost. Grass clippings add nitrogen when decomposed. Deep watering lawns on a
regular, but less frequent timing, will encourage deeper root growth that will help grass survive the summer’s
heat. Considering removing the lawn? Check out this site for the technique that works best for you.
https://sacmg.ucanr.edu/Beyond_Lawn/
Fruit
If you (or the squirrels) haven’t thinned your fruit trees and vines, they can still benefit. Thin fruit trees
(apple, peach, cherry, apricot and grapes), so that there is 6 inches between each fruit or cluster. This may seem
drastic, but your fruit will be larger, more flavorful and it will greatly reduce the risk of broken limbs and branches
because of the weight of the fruit.
Fruit Trees: Thinning Young Fruit https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/361668.pdf
Mature fruit trees need a deep soaking every week during crop production. Grapes do best with deep water
to a depth of around 18 inches and then allow them to dry to a depth of about 6 inches between watering. Birds
can be deterred by using netting and by placing shiny objects in the canopy. There are commercial, bright
reflective tapes available. Old CDs work as well when strung from tree branches.
How you care for your fruit trees during the summer months will help determine the fruit production of
the next season. Deep soak fruit trees throughout the summer. Drip irrigation or soaker hoses installed towards
the edge of the leaf canopy are the most efficient ways of deep watering for fruit (or any other) tree. Fertilize
(follow the label directions) or top dress around the fruit tree with a layer of compost or humus.
Summer pruning of fruit trees is for shaping to give strength to branches for the next year.
Fruit Trees: Training and Pruning https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/361669.pdf
The Cherry Maggot (Drosophila suzukii) has invaded home cherry crops for the past several summers.
The maggots are not discovered until the cherries are ready to harvest. There are several methods of reducing or
eliminating this pest. The most environmentally friendly method is to use Spinosad with 4-6 tablespoons of
molasses per gallon of water. For a complete discussion of this pest problem visit
http://ipm.ucanr.edu/PMG/PESTNOTES/pn74158.html
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Vegetables and Herbs
The most popular vegetable (technically a fruit) is the tomato. It usually grows effortlessly and is happiest
when it is deep watered 2 times a week. This helps reduce cracking, ridging and blossom end rot. Tomatoes will
shut down blossom production when it is in the 100s. Keep an eye out for small black droppings (frass) of the
tomato hornworm. Look around and above where you see the frass and hand pick any tomato hornworms you
find. The hornworms will damage both the leaves and the fruit.
Tips to Successfully Grow Tomatoes https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/217956.pdf
What is Wrong With My Tomato Plant https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/217957.pdf
To keep vegetable crops continually blooming, harvest regularly, and continue inspecting for pests. In
August, pinch back the plants to help the existing fruit to ripen before the cooler weather arrives. Harvest herbs
just as the flowers begin to form for the most intense flavor. If your harvest is bountiful, dry your herbs, by
hanging them upside down in bunches for future use.
Surprisingly now is the time to begin thinking about your fall/early winter vegetable harvest. Fall/early
winter vegetables, such as broccoli, cabbage, and Brussel sprouts need to be seeded in late July then transplanted
in August/September for your fall/early winter vegetable garden. Shelter these seedlings from the intense summer
sun and any particularly hot Fall days. Shade cloth draped over a simple support frame will keep these plants
strong and healthy to produce in the early winter.
Vegetable Planting Guide https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/files/206763.pdf
Flowers
Flowers need to be deadheaded to encourage repeat blooming. Continue to fertilize your flowers,
especially heavy feeding roses, every six weeks through October. For a full October bloom, prune your roses back
by 1/3 in August. If you prefer the beauty of rose hips, then refrain from pruning your roses in August.
Potted plants and hanging baskets will develop well if given a weekly feeding of liquid fertilizer. They
also require more frequent watering.
Tall herbaceous plants such as cosmos, dahlias need to be staked or supported.
Prune spring blooming shrubs after the blossoms drop. Spring blooming vines such as lavender trumpet
vine and clematis should be pruned after the blooms have faded Fertilize after pruning to encourage bud set for
next spring
It is not too late to plant quick blooming summer seeds, such as sunflowers and cosmos. You can also
plant summer blooming bulbs, such as cannas.
Continue to harvest your vegetable and herb crops on a regular basis, to promote and prolong summer’s
bounty.
Try planting some new flowers, herbs and vegetable varieties. You may discover that you have a new
favorite to add to your tried-and-true plantings.
Tend to your summer garden regularly and it will provide a season of bountiful rewards and be a
welcoming summer retreat.
California Gardens
As we transition back to more normal routines of life and travel consider visiting some of the wonderful
gardens of California.
https://www.visitcalifornia.com/experience/must-see-gardens-california/
https://www.proflowers.com/blog/15-best-botanical-gardens-california/
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HOW TO CONTACT US:
Like us on Facebook: UCCE Yolo County Master Gardeners.
Check our website for FREE gardening publications:
https://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG/
Email questions: mgyolo@ucdavis.edu
Telephone: 530-666-8143.

Garden Tour and Talk at Winters Teaching Garden
n some days the heat of summer discourages gardeners from spending time outside. Don’t let the
heat discourage you from attending the garden talk and tour presented by the Master Gardeners of
Yolo County at the Winters Library Teaching Garden (708 Railroad Avenue, Winters) on June 25th from 10:00
am to 12 noon. Enjoy the summer warmth, sip a cool drink, and learn how to create a garden with year-round
blooms and vital food sources for pollinators such as bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds. The Master
Gardeners will be available to answer all your gardening questions, and you can attend the talk at 10:30 am,
Pollinators and their Plants for All Seasons. Take this opportunity to see pollinator plants in bloom and ask
questions about which plants will work best in your garden. See the flyer on the next page.

O

Questions about your garden?

We’d love to help!
UCCE Master Gardener, Yolo County Hotline...................................................

(530) 666-8737

Our message centers will take your questions and information. Please leave your name, address, phone
number and a description of your problem. A Master Gardener will research your problem and return
your call.
E-Mail...................................................................................................

mgyolo@ucdavis.edu

Web Site ................................................................................................ http://ucanr.edu/sites/YCMG
Facebook..................................................................................UCCE Master Gardeners, Yolo County
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